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Comparing Two Functional Programming Systems 
BRENT HAILPERN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, TIEN HUYNH, AND GYORGY REVESZ 

Abstrocr-Comparing the efficiency of different implementation 
techniques for functional languages is clearly a difficult problem. Nor- 
mally, the implementations in question are designed to evaluate all 
kinds of recursively defined functions and thus, the time complexity of 
the evaluation process cannot be limited by any computable function 
of the size of the input. Therefore, standard complexity theory is use- 
less in this case. As a result, we must rely on statistical methods. 

The use of statistical methods also has many problems, because of 
the large number of parameters that can influence the results. This 
paper presents our attempt at reducing the number of parameters by 
factoring out as many as possible when gathering performance statis- 
tics. We illustrate our method by describing two entirely different 
functional programming systems and applying our method to the two 
systems using a collection of benchmark programs. 

The resulting data show the efficiency difference between a simple 
strict interpreter for FP and a general lazy interpreter for full lambda 
calculus. Furthermore, our figures for lambda-calculus interpreters on 
two radically different machines (IBM 370 architecture 3081 and IBM 
PC/AT ) support our claim that we can factor-out much of the ma- 
chine-dependent performance effects. 

Zndex Terms-Benchmark, functional programming, implementa- 
tion technique, lazy evaluation, performance, strict functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A PRIMARY criterion when evaluating computer 
hardware and software is performance. How does 

this workstation or application compare to other similar 
systems? One usually compares similar applications (for 
example, C compilers) on one workstation or one appli- 
cation on several workstations. The goal is to choose the 
best application for your workstation or the best worksta- 
tion for your application. 

Our goal was to compare different systems that evaluate 
functional programs. The systems took different source 
languages (FP and lambda calculus), ran on different ma- 
chines (IBM 370 architecture 308 1 and IBM PC/AT), and 
were implemented by interpreters written in different pro- 
gramming languages (C and Pascal). How then could we 
compare these systems, when no one factor was constant? 
Even the lowest-level primitive operations were different: 
node reduction (for the lambda calculus interpreter) and 
functional application (for the FP system). 

We developed a strategy for comparing these diverse 
systems. We compare a set of benchmarks written in the 
source languages to the same benchmarks written in the 
underlying implementation language of the interpreter. 
This ratio eliminates the absolute speed of the underlying 
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hardware and implementation language. It measures how 
well the functional systems use the resources of the un- 
derlying hardware and software in executing the given set 
of benchmarks. We believe that this technique can be ap- 
plied to many different functional programming systems 
that are implemented in many different ways. 

Peyton Jones has also studied performance of func- 
tional systems. He compared the run-time behavior of a 
combinator-reducer and a lambda-reducer based on cer- 
tain observable parameters rather than their running time 
[26]. His method seems to be applicable only to similar 
techniques, which have some reasonably comparable pa- 
rameters. In case of two widely different implementation 
techniques, it is difficult to find a meaningful correspon- 
dence between the observable parameters of the two tech- 
niques. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II describes in more detail the issues involved in compar- 
ing the different systems. Section III provides a brief sur- 
vey of techniques for implementing functional languages. 
Sections IV and V summarize the two systems we are 
comparing. Section VI presents the FP benchmark pro- 
grams we used. In Section VII, we give the performance 
results for our two systems. In the Appendix, we provide 
lists of our benchmarks in lambda calculus. The listings 
of our benchmark programs in C and Pascal are available 
as a technical report [ 131. 

II. COMPARING APPLES AND ORANGES 

The primary rule for performing a set of scientific ex- 
periments is to vary only one parameter at a time. We are 
presented with the task of comparing two completely dif- 
ferent systems that evaluate functional programs. The first 
is a graph-reduction interpreter for an extension of the 
lambda calculus, called SRL. It is written in Pascal/VS 
and runs on an IBM 3081 (370 architecture) mainframe. 
The second is a DEL-style interpreter for Backus’s FP 
[2], called DELfp. It is written in Lattice C and runs on 
an IBM PC/AT workstation. As a result we cannot com- 
pare the 

1) source programs (different source languages), 
2) primitive functional operations (reduction versus 

functional evaluation), 
3) number of interpreter statements executed (C versus 

Pascal, different degrees of optimization), 
4) number of machine code instructions executed (dif- 

ferent architectures), or 
5) raw execution speeds (radically different MIPS 

rates). 
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In order to obtain any reasonable results, we must fac- 
tor out as much of the effect of the underlying system as 
possible. The result measures how the given functional 
programming system uses the underlying technology 
(hardware and implementation programming language). 

Our first step is to create a set of benchmark programs 
in FP. We want a diverse set to study recursion, param- 
eter passing, mathematical computation, and list manip- 
ulation. We then bridge the small gap from FP to SRL, 
by providing a semiautomatic translation program. For 
each benchmark, our goal is to maintain the flavor of the 
FP program in SRL. In particular, singly recursive func- 
tions translate to singly recursive expressions. Any use of 
a “register” position in the sequences being passed from 
function to function is mirrored as well. As a result, we 
remove much of the dependence on the source language. 
However, even though SRL can express everything ex- 
pressible in FP, the two languages do not express a given 
function with equal ease. Notably, FP allows access from 
the right side of a sequence with the same ease as access 
to the left side, which SRL does not. Furthermore, SRL 
is a nonstrict language whose implementation requires 
normal order evaluation, while FP is strict and DELfp 
uses applicative orders.’ Beyond providing a consistent 
set of translation for FP primitives, we do not attempt to 
correct this problem. 

Our next step is to factor out the underlying implemen- 
tation. Our solution is to rewrite each benchmark program 
in the language of each underlying interpreter. Again, we 
endeavor to mirror the original program in the imperative 
implementation. We do not translate recursion to iteration 
or lists to arrays. As in the translation to the SRL, we 
provide a set of FP primitive functions (in C and Pascal) 
and a consistent style to implement the FP functionals 
(construction, insert, apply to all, and so on). By com- 
paring, a functional language interpretation to the corre- 
sponding imperative execution, we attempt to measure the 
interpretive overhead. Of course, we are also measuring 
how well the interpreters take advantage of any optimi- 
zations provided in the underlying languages (as com- 
pared to our translated benchmarks). Our measurement 
also includes the semantic gap: the degree to which the 
interpreters match the constructs provided by the under- 
lying languages (as compared to our translated bench- 
marks). 

Finally, we obtain a ratio of how quickly our functional 
systems execute an algorithm as compared to how well 
the underlying architecture (computer and compiler) ex- 
ecutes the same algorithm. Subsequent to the develop- 
ment of this technique, Revesz ported the SRL interpreter 
to the IBM PC/AT in both Pascal and C. This allows for 
more direct comparisons. As you will see in Section VII, 

‘We do not use any strictness analysis or other optimizations for our 
SRL evaluator. Hence all functions, even the obviously strict ones like 
integer addition, are implemented lazily. The performance of the evaluator 
is enhanced only by the direct implementation of a fixed set of commonly 
used combinators such as map or append. 

the ratio of SRL to PascaUVS (IBM 3081) and SRL to C 
(PC/AT) are similar. 

III. BACKGROUND 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all the 
techniques for evaluating functional languages. We refer 
the interested reader to Vegdahl [35], who provides a de- 
tailed survey of functional languages and architectures. In 
this section, we briefly describe some of the functional 
language evaluation techniques detailed by Vegdahl and 
some more recent work. 

Traditional Machine Code 
Functional programs can be translated into traditional 

von Neumann instructions. By targeting the object code 
to a conventional machine, some level of functionality is 
lost. At some level, the system must cope with nonfunc- 
tional concepts such as state (variables) and location ad- 
dresses. 

The FP system of Pendergrast and Ryder [25] and the 
ML system of Cardelli [4] belong to this category. Both 
systems follow conventional compiler techniques of scan- 
ning and parsing, generating a parse tree and intermediate 
code, semantic analysis, optimization, and code genera- 
tion. Both systems generate an “assembly” language as 
output: ELISP for the Pendergrast system and VAX bi- 
nary code for the Cardelli system. 

Fairbairn and Wray [8] have a compiler for the func- 
tional language Ponder. Their system has a conventional 
front end. It, however, produces lambda calculus as an 
intermediate language. The lambda calculus is optimized. 
The back end then translates the lambda calculus to super- 
combinations and finally to code for a stack machine. 

DELfp, described in Section V, also belongs to this cat- 
egory. It produces a byte-oriented intermediate language. 
This intermediate language, however, does not explicitly 
mention memory addresses or variables. The management 
of state is left to the underlying interpreter, based on con- 
text information in the instruction formats. 

Combinators and Super-Combinators 
A combinator graph is a version of the source program 

with no references to variables or functions: all have been 
removed by applying combinator transformations [34], 
[21], [32]. These transformations represent the copying, 
reordering, and application of a function to its arguments. 
Indeed, there is no distinction between functions and ar- 
guments: all are manipulated as symbols by the combi- 
nator transformations. Combinators are used because they 
lend themselves to cross-function optimization and to im- 
plementation on parallel machines. 

The classical approach to combinator reduction is based 
on a fixed set of primitive combinators that are sufficient 
for representing arbitrary functions. Two primitive com- 
binators, S and K, are theoretically sufficient for repre- 
senting arbitrary functions. This representation, however, 
is rather lengthy and hence inefficient. For a more effi- 
cient representation some other primitive combinators 
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have been introduced: such as Curry’s B and C combi- 
nators, and Turner’s S’, B’, and C’ combinators, which 
are used in the design of NORMA (Normal Order Reduc- 
tion Machine) [3 11. The translation from the conventional 
notation to combinators involves the process of bracket 
abstraction, which eliminates all of the Xs (abstraction 
prefixes) from a given program. This process is a complex 
and time-consuming operation [33], [3], [24]. 

Hughes’ super-combinator approach generates more ef- 
ficient representations using programspecific combina- 
tors, which are not limited to a fixed set of primitive com- 
binators but may vary from program to program [ 161. 
Therefore, they cannot be directly implemented by a fixed 
set of primitive instructions of a reduction machine. They 
can be implemented by translation into the underlying mi- 
crocode of a reduction mchine. Of course, such a machine 
must have a flexible architecture [20]. 

Hudak and Goldberg [15] further refine the notion of 
super-combinators in their serial combinutors, used in the 
context of parallel machines. A serial combinator further 
constrains the definition of a super-combinator by requir- 
ing that the combinator have no concurrent substructure. 
In addition, a serial combinator cannot be contained in 
another serial combinator. As a result, each serial com- 
binator represents a maximal piece of inherently serial 
code in a program. When executing a functional program 
in parallel, each serial combinator can be safely assigned 
to a processor, without the necessity of further subdivi- 
sion. 

Graph Reduction 
In graph-reduction techniques, the program is repre- 

sented by a graph structure. The interpreter or special- 
purpose machine traverses the graph, searching for com- 
binations of nodes that can be transformed to a simpler 
graph. Unlike the tradition von Neumann approach, the 
program and the data are combined into one structure. In 
fact, the problem and the solution are merely two graphs 
representing the same mathematical object. The solution 
is distinguished only by being in “simplest” form. 

Examples of graph reduction systems are the Revesz’s 
SRL interpreter described in Section IV, Mago’s Tree 
Machine [22], the G  Machine [20], and NORMA [3 11. 

Other Techniques 
There are many other approaches to executing func- 

tional programs. Notable among them are the Categorical 
Abstract Machine [7], [23] and dataflow [36], [30]. The 
interested reader should refer to the indicated references 
and to Vegdahl for details. 

The next two sections describe our two functional pro- 
gramming systems in more detail. 

IV. SRL: A LAZY EVALUATOR USING GRAPH 
REDUCTION 

The source language for our lazy evaluator is a dialect 
of lambda calculus with list-handling extensions. We call 
this nonstrict functional language Simple Reduction Lun- 

guuge or SRL for short [29]. SRL is a high-level “ma- 
chine-oriented language,” with respect to the unconven- 
tional architecture of a reduction machine. It is similar to 
Mini-ML, which represents a central part of ML [6].2 

The motivation behind the design of SRL is the study 
of implementation techniques for functional languages. 
This study is based on the model of a lambda-calculus 
reduction machine, as opposed to the more popular com- 
binutor reduction machines [34], [5], [3 11, [21]. We have 
eliminated the overhead of bracket abstraction [33], [3], 
[24] in favor of a run-time routine to check if a variable 
occurs free in a given subexpression. This results in a rea- 
sonable tradeoff between compile time and run time, when 
program testing (fast prototyping) is considered. Another 
advantage of SRL is the readability of the intermediate 
results, which is not the case with combinator expres- 
sions. 

Various optimizations are possible in the source form 
of SRL programs. For example, we can use Hughes’s 
super-combinutor approach to increase subexpression 
sharing [16]. We believe that this will speed up the com- 
putation even if the super-combinators obtained in the 
process are not implemented directly by the reduction ma- 
chine [20]. Such optimizations, however, must be treated 
differently when parallel implementations are considered, 
because too much sharing may become counterproductive 
in that case. 

The syntax of SRL is the following: 

< X-expression > ::= <variable> 1 <constant> 
I< abstraction > 1 c application > ( < list > 

< variable > : : = < identifier > 
< constant > : : = < number > I <operator> ( 

< combinator > 
< abstraction > :: = X <variable> * < X-expres- 

sion > 
< application > : : = ( < h-expression > ) < X-expres- 

sion > 
< operator > : : = <arithmetic operator> I < rela- 

tional operator> I 
<predicate> I <boolean operator> ( 

< list operator > 
<arithmetic operator> :: = + I - I * I / ( succ ) pred 

( mod 
< relational operator > ::= <I II = I>(# 
< predicate > : : = zero I null 
<boolean operator> : : = and 1 or ) not 
< list operator> :: = A ‘1 - ( & I map ) append 
C combinator > : : = true I false I Y 
<list> ::= [ < X-expression > < list-tail > ( [] 
< list-tail > : : = , < X-expression > < list-tail > I ] 

The source representation of a h-expression is first 
translated to its graph representation by a simple predic- 
tive parser. Then, with the aid of the following reducfion 

‘The nice type-inference system discussed in [6] should be easily adapted 
to SRL. In this paper, however, we are not concerned with type-checking 
or the semantics of SRL. We intend to compare SRL and ML in a future 
paper. 
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rules, it is reduced to its normal form. The symbol 
{ z/x > E denotes the operation of renaming all free oc- 
currences of x in E by z. 

Alpha Rules: 
(al) {z/x}x + z. 
(a2) {z/x}E+EifxdoesnotoccurfreeinE. 
((r3) {z/x}Xy * E + Xy * (z/x}E for every X- 

expression E, if x f y f z. 
(o4) {z/x> (E,)Ez --f ({z/+W{z/x~E2~ 

(a51 {z/x> [I -+ [I, {z/x> [E,, - - * , En1 -+ 
[{z/+3, - - - , {z/h%l. 

Beta Rules: 
(Pl> (Xx - x>Q + Q . 
(02) (Xx - E>Q + E if x does not occur free in E. 
(03) (Ax - Xy - E)Q -+ hz . (Xx * {z/y}E)Q if 

x + y, and z is neither free nor bound in (E ) Q. 
(P4) (XX.(E,)E~)Q-((~X.E,)Q>(~X.E,)Q. 
Gamma Rules: 
(71) (ifi, - * - ,.Ll)E + [(f,)E, * * * , (f,)El. 
(~2) Xx * [E,, *a* , E,] + [Xx * E,, *** , Xx * 

&,I. 

l cons (&) 
l arithmetic (+, -, . * * ) 

l renaming prefix ( { z/x } ) 
l indirection ( @). 
The last two node types cannot occur initially in the 

graph, but they can be created during the reduction pro- 
cess. The type of a node determines the number of its 
children. So, for example, an application node has two 
children, an abstraction node has one, and a variable node 
has none, and a constant node has none. 

All the operations are Curry-ed, which means that every 
operator takes one and only one input parameter. An op- 
erator that normally requires two or more inputs is re- 
written as a composition of suboperators, each taking only 
one input. Hence, the addition A + B becomes (( + ) A) B 
and is represented by the graph in Fig. 1. The internal 
representations of a list [A,, AZ, * * * , A,] has the form 
shown in Fig. 2. 

List Manipulating Functions: 

(A)[1 + [I, (~W,rE2r * * * ,&I - -5 
(->[I -+ [I, (-W,,E,, * * * ,Enl + [E2, * * - Al 
((&)A)[1 -+ [Al, ((&)A)[E,, . . . , EnI + 

[AA, - * * ,E,J 
(nuW[l + true, (null)[E,, - - - ,E,,] + false for 

n21 
(@apV’)tl -+ [I, ((mapF)[E,, * * * ,E, 1 -, 

[V’)E,, - - - #‘b5J 
((awend)[l)[El, * * * , &I -+ [E,, * . * , &I 
(Gwend)[A19 - - - , A,lW,, * * * , EnI + [A,, . . . , 

A,, 4, - - * , &,I 

Each of the rewriting rules listed above has an equiva- 
lent graph representation. They correspond to the elemen- 
tary transformations performed by the Graph Reduction 
Machine. The graph representation of the o-rules and 
B-rules are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The 
y-rules are shown in Fig. 5. Note that both y-rules, as 
well as a 5, have been adjusted to the requirements of lazy 
evaluation: the first element of a (possibly infinite) list 
may be processed without delay, after only a partial ap- 
plication of the given reduction rule. Infinite lists can be 
treated easily, as they need not be fully evaluated for an 
application of any of these rules. The same idea is used 
for the implementation of all list manipulating functions. 
For an example, the implementation of map is shown in 
Fig. 6. 

Projections: 

(lK%, * * * 3 E,]+E, for nz 1 
ME,, * * * , E,,]+(k - l)[E,, * * * , E,] for2lkln 

Combinutors: 
((true)A)B -+ A, ((false)A)B + B 
V)E -+ VNY)E 

The reduction rules for the operators and predicates are 
straightforward. 

As can be seen from these figures, some reduction rules 
introduce confluent edges, which change the tree repre- 
sentation into a directed acyclic graph. This is needed for 
subexpression sharing to reduce the amount of copying 
during the reduction process [l]. Further improvement is 
achieved by using cyclic graph structures to represent re- 
cursive definitions as suggested by D. Turner [34]. More 
details on our reduction rules and their implementation 
can be found in [27], [29]. 

The graph-representation of an SRL expression built by 
the parser during the input phase is essentially a parse tree 
of the given expression. It can contain the following node 
types: 

We have implemented a simulator of our Graph Reduc- 
tion Machine for the IBM PC/AT both in Pascal and in 
C. We also have a simulator running in Pascal/VS under 
VMICMS. 

l abstraction ( Xx) 
l application (:) 
l infix list-constructor ( ,) 
l list terminator ( [] ) which is the same as an empty list 
l numeric constant (#) 
l variable (x, y, z, * * * ) 
l combinator ( Y, true, or false) 
l operator 

V. DELfp: A DEL-STYLE ARCHITECTURE FOR FP 
The DELfp experiment is an attempt to define an ar- 

chitecture (FP machine model) that permits us to imple- 
ment FP easily and efficiently on a conventional von Neu- 
mann machine. Our execution architecture [ 171, [ 181 is 
based on Johnston’s contour model [19] and on Hoevel 
and Flynn’s notion of DEL/DCA architectures [9], [lo], 
[14]. We called our architecture DELfp, a Directly Exe- 
cuted Langauage for FP. 

l head of list (A) DELfp is both a language-sensitive and a host-sensitive 
l tail of list ( - ) execution architecture. DELfp is language-sensitive be- 
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Fig. 1. Addition: (( +)A)B. 

a... 

A, . 

Fig. 2. Lists: the list terminator node corresponds to the empty list. 

Fig. 3. or-rules. 

cause it embodies all of the semantic content of the source 
language. Indeed, the structure of DELfp parallels the 
structure of FP. The operator codes (opcodes) in DELfp 
instructions are functional forms3 and the operands are 

‘A functional form, (or functional or combining form) takes functions 
or values as arguments and produces a function as a result. For example, 
the composition f * g takes the functions f and g as arguments and results 
in a new function f( g (x ) ) 

Fig. 4. &rules. 

Fig. 5. y-rules. 

A L 

map F 

Fig. 6. Map. 

functions. Like FP functions, DELfp functions map se- 
quences of objects (atoms and sequences) into sequences 
of objects. FP has no variables or global data storage. 
Similarly, there are no locations, data address offsets, or 
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variables mentioned explicitly in a DELfp program. Al- 
though DELfp embodies high-level semantic features of 
FP, it is also designed with the host machine in mind. In 
our experiment, the IBM PC/AT is the host machine. The 
intent, restrictions, and structure of the original source 
program are encoded in a manner that minimizes the data 
transfers needed to execute a DELfp program. This ob- 
jective follows from our presumption of a memory-lim- 
ited host with multiple levels of storage hierarchy, each 
of which must be used in an optimal manner. 

DELfp corresponds so closely to the source high-level 
language, that DELfp programs can be converted back to 
the FP source syntax simply by one pass of translation. 
This is in contrast to the traditional lack of correspon- 
dence between von Neumann instruction set architectures 
and conventional high-level languages. We find this in- 
verse translation to be an elegant technique and one that 
avoids the fix-but-don’t-recompile syndrome. We have 
only one version of a function at a time. 

DELFfp is defined by: 
l an instruction set 
l a set of residual control variables describing the in- 

terpretive environment at any execution point (for exam- 
ple, one residual control variable is the instruction pointer) 

l a contour model [19] for retention of activation rec- 
ords 

l a set of format rules to determine the source and des- 
tination of data during each computation step. 

Each DELfp instruction corresponds to an FP func- 
tional. All instructions are partitioned into distinct sylla- 
bles [ 111, each of which is one or two bytes long. The 
first syllable (two bytes) is the format. The shortest in- 
struction (APF) contains two syllables. The longest in- 
struction (CON) can contain up to six syllables. There- 
fore, the length of each instruction is at least four bytes, 
but can vary up to twelve bytes. 

The format syllable is divided into two fields. The lead- 
ing field is called the context mode, which specifies the 
context of an instruction. The second field is the operator 
of the instruction, which specifies the functional form. 
The combination of the context mode and the operator 
defines the meaning of any subsequent syllables. 

The context mode is divided into two subfields. The 
first subfield indicates the semantic environment of the 
associated function. We use six designations (three bits) 
in this field. In the following discussion a construction 
unit is of the form [ f,, f2, * * * , fn] and a composition 
unit is of the form g, l g2 l * . . l g,. We also will refer 
to more complicated units of the form [h, l h2, h3 l h4]. 
The six possible values of the first subfield are as follows. 

I Function is inside a construction unit (such as f2 
andf,). 

B Function is at the beginning of a composition unit 
(such as g,, h2, and ha). 

M Function is in the middle of a composition unit 
(such as g2). 

E Function is at the end of a composition unit which 
is inside a construction unit (such as h3). 

R Function is at the end of a program (such as fi and 
h, 1. 

L Function is at the end of a program and the end of 
a composition unit which is not inside any con- 
struction unit ( such as gl ). 

The second subfield indicates whether the applied func- 
tion is at both ends, either end, or neither end of a con- 
struction unit. Only two bits are required to encode this 
information. Consider the expression 

[[k,, [kd k37 h]] ’ kg, 
In this expression, k, and k4 are at the left and right ends, 
k2 is at both ends, while k3 and k5 are at neither end of a 
construction. When a function is at the right end of a con- 
struction unit, its corresponding instruction needs an extra 
byte syllable to encode the number of adjacent nested 
“1”s. If a function is at the left end of a construction unit, 
its corresponding instruction needs two extra byte sylla- 
bles, one for encoding the number of adjacent nested 
“[“s, and the other indicates the number of adjacent 
nested “[“s that belong to the end of any composition 
unit. For example, the corresponding instruction of kl in 
the above expression needs one extra byte syllable to en- 
code that there are two adjacent nested “[ “s and another 
extra byte syllable to encode that only one of the two ad- 
jacent nested “[“s bounds to the end of a composition 
unit. 

We provide ten operators corresponding to the FP func- 
tional forms. They are encoded with four bits. The mne- 
monic codes for these operators are described as follows. 

APF Apply Primitive Function: This applies a prim- 
itive function to the input data object. Its op- 
erand is a one-byte pointer to the primitive 
function being applied. 

AUF Apply User-defined Function: This applies a 
user-defined function to the input data ob- 
ject. Its operand is a two-byte pointer to the 
user-defined function symbol table. The en- 
try in the table points to the starting address 
of that function in the program space. 

AIC Apply Integer Constant: This returns a two-byte 
integer. Its operand is the integer returned. 

ACC Apply Character Constant: This returns a one- 
byte character. Its operand is the character 
returned. 

ACF Apply Constant Function: This returns a con- 
stant object which is neither a small integer 
nor a character. Its operand is a two-byte 
pointer to the address of the constant object 
in the object space. 

SEL SELective function: This selects the nth ele- 
ment from the left (right) of the input data 
object if n is positive (negative). Its operand 
is the two-byte integer for the order of selec- 
tion. 

CON CONdition: CON takes three operands, each of 
which is a two-byte pointer. The operands 
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point to the starting address of the predicate 
(IF part), the positive consequence (THEN 
part) and the negative consequence (ELSE 
part) in the program space. 

WHL WHiLe: WHL takes two operands, each of 
which is a two-byte pointer. The operands 
point to the starting address of the predicate 
(WHILE part), and to the body (DO part) in 
the program space. 

APL APpLy to all: This applies the operand function 
to each element of the input stream. The op- 
erand is a two-byte pointer to the operand 
function in the program space. 

INS INSert: This inserts the operand function be- 
tween elements of the input stream. The op- 
erand is a two-byte pointer to the operand 
function in the program space. 

As described above, the context mode has two sub- 
modes. To obtain the first submode we apply the follow- 
ing rules to the subfunction of a program: 

1) Any function that is at the left end of a construction 
unit has the context mode of the construction unit as a 
whole. Treat that construction unit as an entity; then ap- 
ply these rules recursively to obtain the context mode. 

2) The last function applied has an “R” context sub- 
mode if it is not bound to any composition unit that is not 
inside a construction unit. 

3) The last function applied has an “L” context sub- 
mode if it is bound to a composition unit that is not inside 
a construction unit. 

4) Any function that is inside a construction, but not 
bound to any composition unit, has an “I” context sub- 
mode. 

5) Any function that is bound to a composition unit has 
one of the “B, ” “M,” or “E” context submodes. The 
choice depends on whether the function is the beginning, 
middle or ending component of that composition unit. 

To obtain the second submode we observe the FP source 
context of the function to see if it is adjacent to any con- 
struction enclosures ( “[ ” and “I”). Suppose function f 
obtains a ‘ ‘B” mode (from the rules given above). The 
complete context mode of function f would be “B” if it 
is at neither end of a construction unit, otherwise its com- 
plete context mode would be “B],” “[B,” or “[B]” de- 
pending on whether function f is at the right end, left end, 
or both ends of a construction unit. 

DELfp instructions are encoded in a byte-stream of ex- 
ecutable code. Each instruction is processed by a cycle of 
fetch, decode, and execute. We use a conventional in- 
struction pointer ip to point at the first word of the instruc- 
tion being interpreted. The value of ip will be increased 
to point at the next instruction unless there is a function 
call. The simplicity of this scheme makes the task of writ- 
ing the DELfp interpreter easy. The resulting codes can 
be executed efficiently on a von Neumann host. 

Because we work on a von Neumann machine, we can- 
not avoid the issue of using temporary variables for stor- 
ing the intermediate computation results. We use an array 

of integers, named T, for this purpose. Temporary vari- 
ables are allocated incrementally during run time. Ele- 
ments of a sequence resulting from a construction func- 
tional form are linked on the fly. Because the temporary 
variables are allocated LIFO, the minimum number of 
temporary variables needed to execute a function is pro- 
portional to the maximum depth of nested constructions 
in the source. 

We use a single global source pointer S and a single 
global destination pointer D during the whole computa- 
tion of a program. Both S and D are integer pointers used 
to index into T to access the input object and store the 
resulting object for each function. This eliminates a great 
deal of unnecessary copying of object addresses. 

We can deduce the value of D directly from the format 
of each instruction. Hence, this version has only two 
stacks: Sstk is a stack of integers used to preserve the value 
of S before it is changed and Cstk is a stack to save the 
active contours. 

Each contour has three elements: a saved value of ip 
which holds the value of ip for continuation, and two re- 
sidual control variables used to determine 1) what part of 
a condition, while, apply-to-all or insert-to-all should be 
executed and 2) the context mode of the calling instruc- 
tion. Since all contours have the same structure, there is 
no need to keep a contour skeleton for each function. 

As an example, we show the translation of Acker- 
mann’s function to DELfp. The FP syntax of the Acker- 
mann’s function is: 

DEF ack = zero l 1 + succ l 2; 
zero*2+ack*[pred*l,i]; 
ack l [ pred l 1, ack l [ 1, pred l 2 ] ] 

where zero is a boolean primitive function that returns 
true if the applied object is zero, succ is a primitive func- 
tion that returns the successor of the input integer, and 
pred returns the predecessor of the input integer. The 
functions “1” and “2” are the selectors that return the 
first and second arguments. 

The corresponding DELfp symbolic codes are as fol- 
lows. The numbers in the left column are function ad- 
dresses referred to elsewhere in the program. They are not 
part of the intermediate codes. 

R CON 4 8 12 
4 B SEL I 

L APF zero 
8 B SEL 2 

L APF SUCC 
12 R CON 16 20 30 
16 B SEL 2 

L APF zero 
20 11 AIC I 1 

B SEL 1 
tB APF pred 1 I 
L AUF ack 

30 Bl SEL 2 2 
E APF wd 
[B SEL 1 1 0 
E AUF ack 
B SEL 1 
W  APF pred I I 
L AUF ack 

More details of DELfp can be found in [ 171, [ 181. 
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VI. BENCHMARKS 

Following are the benchmark programs written in FP. 
We denote constant-valued functions as #a for atom a, 
rather than with the notion Z used by Backus. 

Ackermann Function; 
defack = zero* 1 + succ’2; 

zero l 2 + ack l [pred l 1, #I]; 
ack l [pred l 1, ack - [l, pred l 211 

Tower of Hanoi: 
def tower = eq l [1, #l] -+ [[2, 313; 

un l [tower l pred l 1, 2, 4, 31, 
apndl l [[2, 31, tower l [pred l 1, 

4, 3, 2111 

Fibonnaci Function:, 
def fib = le l [id, #l] + #l; 

+ l [fib, fib l pred] l pred 

Quick Sort: 
def below = null l 2 + # < > ; 

gt l [1 l 2, 1] + below l [1, tll l 21; 
apndl l [ 1 l 2, below l [ 1, tll l 211 

def above = null l 2 -+ # < > ; 
le l [1 l 2, 1] + above l [1, tll l 21; 

apndl l [ 1 l 2, above l [ 1, tll l 231 
def quick = null -+ # <. >; 

un l [quick l below l [ 1, tll], 
apndl l [l, quick l above l [l, tll]]] 

Insertion Sort: 
def insert = null l 2 + [l]; 

le l [I, 1 l 21 + apndl l [1, 21; 
apndl l [ 1 l 2, insert l [ 1, tll l 211 

def sort = null + # < > ; 
insert l [ 1, sort l tll] 

Power Set: 
def power = null -+ # < < > > ; 

un l [2, (crapndl) l distl] l ] 1, power 
l tll] 

Primes: 
def filter = null l 2 -+ # < > ; 

zero l mod l [l l 2, l] + filter l [ 1, tll 
l 21; apndl l [1, l 2, filter l [1, tll l 211 

def sieve = null + # < > ; 
apndl l [ 1, sieve l filter l [ 1, tll]] 

def primes = sieve l tll l iota 

Permutation: 
def compose = null l 1 -+ # < > ; 

un l [(aapndl) l distl l [ 1, l 1, 1 l 

21, compose l [tll l 1, tll l 211 
def remove = null -+ # < > ; 

apndl l [tll, (crapndl) l distl l [ 1, remove 
l tll]] 

def permute = null l tll -+ [id]; 
comoose l lid, (aoermute) l remove1 
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Mutual Recursive: 
def mff = zero l 2 + [mff l [1, #l], mff l [l, #211; 

eq l [2, #l] -+ 
(zero l 1 + 80; 

+ l [mff l [pred l 1, #l], 
mff l [pred l 1, #23]>; 

(zero l 1 + #l; 
+ l [#2, %  l [ *  l [mff l [pred l 1, 

#2], mW, #ill, * l [I, 1111) 

Fast Fibonnaci: 
def ffib = ie l [id, #l] -+ # < 1, 1 > ; 

[+, l] l ffib l pred 

Semantics of the primitive functions: 

apndl : <a, <l, 2, 3> > + <a, 1, 2, 3> 
distr : <<1,2,3>,a> + ;<<l, a>, <2, a>, 

<3, a> > 
distl : <a, <1,2,3>> + <<a, l>, <a,2>, 

<a, 3> > 
eq : cm, n> + ifm = nthentelsef 
gt : <m,n> + ifm > nthentelsef 
id :x+x 
iota :n-, <1,2,...,n> 
mod : <5,3> +2 
null : x + if x = < > then t else f 
le : <m,n> + ifm C= nthentelsef 
pred :n-+n-1 
succ :n+n+l 
til : <a, b, c> -+ <b, c> 
trans : <-<a, b,c>, <1,2,3>> + <<a, l>, 

<b, 2>, <c, 3> > 
un : <<a, b, c>, ~1, 2, 3> > + <a, b, c, 1, 

2, 3> 
zero : n + if n = 0 then t else f 
+ : <m, n> + m+n 
* : <m,n> -+m*n 
%  : <m, n> -+ m/n 
1 : <a, b, c, d> + a 
2 : <a, b, c, d> + b 
3 : <a, b, c, d> -+ c 
4 : <a, b, c, d> + d 

Arguments to the bench mark programs: 

ack : <3,2> 
tower : <9, a, b, c> 
fib : 16 
quick : <12,17,4,34,23,19,1,5,18,29,14,7, 

41, 38, 2> 
sort : ~12, 17,4,34,23, 19, 1,5, 18,29, 14,7, 

41, 38, 2> 
power : <a, b, c, d, e, f, g> 
primes : 50 
permute : <a, b, c, d, e> 
mff : <O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7> 
ffib : 22 
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VII. RESULTS 

Below are the execution times for our benchmarks. We 
give figures for the DELfp interpreter on the IBM PC/AT, 
the SRL interpreter on the IBM PC/AT, and the SRL in- 
terpreter on the IBM 3081. Time figures for the PC/AT 
are in seconds measured by the clock on the wall. Time 
figures for the IBM 3081 are in CPU virtual seconds (as 
provided by the CMS operating system). 

The reader should observe from the data that: 
l The general purpose SRL interpreter overhead, as 

measured by the ratios, is 3-98 times greater than the 
DELfp interpreter overhead. These figures reflect the high 
cost of lazy evaluation, when used as a uniform strategy 
as opposed to eager (applicative order) evaluation. Of 
course the benefit of such generality is the ability of SRL 
to deal with nonstrict functions, infinite lists, and higher- 
order functions. No such examples are included in our 
benchmark, because they cannot be expressed in strict 
DELfp. 

l The two SRL implementations have comparable ra- 
tios. That is, the SRL interpreter has similar overheads on 
the IBM 3081 as on the IBM PC/AT. This provides initial 
confirmation of our hypothesis that our technique is in- 
deed measuring interpretive overhead, which is similar on 
similar underlying architectures. 

l In four cases, the DELfp interpreter outperformed 
the same algorithm written in Lattice-C. We believe that 
this is an effect of using the C run-time system to allocate 
objects from the system heap. Objects in the DELfp pro- 
grams are allocated from a large array in the interpreter. 
Furthermore, the DELfp interpreter avoids copying of ob- 
jects whenever possible. Therefore, when an algorithm 
involves many operations on sequences, the DELfp inter- 
preter performs better. To test this belief, we recoded the 
“power set” example, using allocation from an array, 
rather than from the heap, and reduced the C execution 
time from 0.72 to 0.27 seconds, still slower than DELfp. 

1.70 6.52 0.26 27.72 7.55 
5.52 0.91 6.07 47.51 o-55 

3.67 0.916 o.z,a 

86.4 I.792 0 031 

4.20 

54.3 

0.4, 0.29 1.62 1 26.90 0.1, 158. 1 0.971 0010 9,.? 

0.39 0.70 0.56 9 28 0.40 21.2 1 0.181 0.023 7.87 

1.54 I .o, 1.44 1, 24  0 64 58.2 I 761 0.016 48.9 
2.06 6.02 0.14 61 69 

12.7 1 

7 01 8.78 1 2.279 0.210 10.9 

19.33 I.58 68.99 I 09 67.0 1 2.591 0.05p 44.7 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we presented a technique for comparing 
the performance of functional languages with different 
evaluation strategies running on different machines. We 
used a set of small benchmarks and compared the execu- 
tion times of these programs running in the functional lan- 
guage and in the implementation language of the func- 

tional system. The ratio of these execution times measured 
how well the functional system used the resources of the 
underlying hardware and implementation language. 

We also described two functional programming sys- 
tems. One system was a graph reduction interpreter for 
lambda calculus. The other was a DEL-style intermediate 
instruction set architecture for FP. We presented the 
benchmarks in FP and the performance of our two sys- 
tems on these benchmarks. 

The data provided initial confirmation of our hypothesis 
that our factoring-out technique does provide a measure 
of interpretive overhead. The data also demonstrated the 
cost of SRL lazy evaluation as compared to DELfp strict 
evaluation. It also showed that, in some cases, algorithms 
run on the DELfp interpreter can outperform similar al- 
gorithms compiled in C. 

We consider our approach as an initial step towards a 
rational comparison of efficiencies of various functional 
evaluation techniques. In particular, we note a sense of 
deja vu: in 1982, Gabriel and Masinter [12] analyzed the 
performance of Lisp systems. We echo some of the prob- 
lems attributed to the small benchmark approach pre- 
sented in that work. 

The * * * small-benchmark methodology is sus- 
ceptible to edge effects: that is, the small size of the 
benchmark may cause it to straddle a boundary of 
some sort, leading to unrepresentative results. For 
instance, a small benchmark may be partly on one 
page and partly on another, which may cause many 
page faults. 

Benchmarking is a black art at best; the normal 
effect on people of stating the results of a particular 
benchmark on two Lisp systems is to cause the au- 
dience to believe that a blanket statement is being 
made ranking the systems in question. The proper 
role of benchmarking is to measure various dimen- 
sions of Lisp system performance and to order those 
systems along each of these dimensions. At that 
point, informed users will be able to choose a sys- 
tem adequate for the desired purpose or will be able 
to tune their programming style to the performance 
profile [ 121. 

Toward that end, our next step will be to revise and 
improve our set of benchmarks. We will attempt to deter- 
mine the dimensions of functional system performance, 
so that researchers will be able to avoid (some of) the 
rhetoric used in comparing aspects of their techniques. 

APPENDIX 
BENCHMARK PROGRAMS IN LAMBDA CALCULUS (SRL) 

ICI ack t Ax.(((mo)(l )x)(sIIcc)(Z)x)(((7crO)(Z)x)(ack) 

[(prcd)(l)x.I])(ack)[(pretl)(l)x.(nck)[(l )x.(1’rrd)(2)x]] 

eval (ack)[3.2] 
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eval (lowcr)[9.a,h.c) 

ICI fihl + Ir~.((((<)n)l)l)((+ )(nhl)(pred)ll)(lihI)(pl-cd)(prcd)n 

cval (fihl)l6 

ICI helow + ~x.(((null)(2)x)[])((((s)(n)(2)x)(l)x)((Rr)(n)(2)x)(l~cl~1w) 
I(h)x.(-)(2)xl)(bel~)w)l(h)x.(-)(2)xl 

ICC above t ~x.(((IIu~~)(~)x)[])((((’ )(~)(2)x)(l)n)((A)(n)(2)x)(ahovc) 
I(A)x.(-)(2)xl)(ahn”e)C(h)x.(-)(2)xl 

let quicksort + Ix.(((null)x)[])((appcnd)(quicknort)(hrlnw)[(~)x,(-)x]) 
((&)(n)x)(qoicksorl)(ahovc)[(~)x,(-)x] 

cval (quicksor~)[12,17,4,34,23.19.1.S.18.29,14.7,41.38.2] 

let ins t ~pnir.(((null)(2)pnir)[(I)pair])((((l)(l)pair)(l)(2)pair) 
((&)(I )pair)(2)pair)((b)(l)(2)pair)(ins)[(l)pnir.(-)(2)pair] 

let sort + rllin~.(((noll)list)[])(ins)[(l)linl.(sorl)(-)lisI] 

eval (sort)[12.17,4.34.23.19.1.S.1R.29.14.7.41,38.2] 

ICI powrr + Ix.(((null)x)IC]])(ly.((nppcr~d)y)((nrap)(Pu)(n)x)y)(pc~wer)(-)x 

eval (power)(iol.)7 

IeL rcmoveonc + ix.(((null)x)[])((&)(-)x)((map)(Rr)(h)x)(r~,,,”v~““~)(-)~ 

let compose + ~.x.ry.(((null)x)[])((nppend)((map)(Rr)(~)x)(~)y) 
((con1pore)(-)x)(-)y 

let pcrmulc - ~x.(((nuII)(-)X)[X])(( COnl~OSC)X)((map)pcmllllc)(rcmo”~~,~~)x 

cval (pernllllc)[a.h.c.d.e] 

let ml: + [ln.(((wro)n)ll)(( t )((I )mF)(pred)n)((2)nlI:)(pred)n. 
W((mo)n)l KC+ )2)((i)((*)((Z)nll,)(prcd)rl)((l )ml:)n)((*)n)n] 

eval ((map)mI~)[0.l.2.3.4.5.6.7] 

let fil + ~p.~x.(((null)x)[])((((=)(A)x) 

let sieve + Ix.(((nell)x#])((R)(h)x)(~ieve)((lil)(/\)x)(-)x 

eval (sieve)(-)(iol;r)SlJ 

let llih +- rln.((((l) n) I) [I, I]) ([add, I]) (llih) (prcd) n; 

eval (llih)22 
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